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The two issues of renewal and identity are 

among important issues in contemporary 

cities of Iran whose coordination in theoretical 

issues and in planning and implementation 

have been challenged both in terms of thematic 

and topical in our country rapidly in the 

past two decades. In the early 70s, physical 

rehabilitation was only considered in war-torn 

areas and historic cities, however, recently it is 

been considered an essential pervasive issue 

that encompasses physical, cultural, social and 

economic development. Besides, the challenge 

of accomplishment and unsuccessful renewal 

implementation actions - under different 

names and with different methods- has been 

proposed and it is accepted that renewal 

requires public participation and does not 

accomplish government-focused and centric 

proceedings.

The issue of identity is the favorite issue of 

Iranian civilization and culture in addition 

to being known as a criterion of quality in 

evaluating urban projects and plans or a 

criterion of describing cities and neighborhoods 

globally. Therefore, the question of city and 

commenting on its realization is the common 

part between political leaders, scholars and 

intellectuals. The approach of the third and 

fifth development programs in architecture and 

urbanism and the focus on conserving Islamic 

Iranian (native) and propounding Islamic-

Iranian Identity in General policies of the 

government in urbanism as well as the Vision of 

the Islamic Republic shows its importance on a 

national scale.

Specified issue in “renovation, identity, quality”

Despite the conflict that might be seen between 

definition of identity and renewal at the first 

glance, the combination of them can be seen 

as today’s challenge is Iranian cities that could 

turn into opportunity for urban development. 

Today Iranian cities require modernization- 

improvement of the necessary conditions of 

life- by employing public participation as well as 

identity – reconnecting the discrete link between 

historical authenticities and benefiting from 

qualified Iranian environments- in order to create 

infill and quality development of cities as a whole. 

In this way, the resolution of this conflict brings 

forward the following questions:

How can consideration of city identity realize 

public renewal?

What is the role of identity in renewal projects? 

Goal or a means?

What was the approach of successful and 

unsuccessful renewal experiences toward identity?

What are the requirements of achieving place 

identity in renewal methods?

The specified issue in “renovation, identity, 

quality” is an independent study assigned by 

the” urban development and revitalization 

organization “to Nazar research center to be 

prepared and published with a practical and 

extensional approach.
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